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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a method of calling gesture recognition by
isolating the head and hand of a caller based on octree
segmentation. The recognition of calling gestures is designed here
mainly for elderly to call a service robot for their service request.
A big challenge to solve is how to make the calling gesture
recognition work in a complex environment with crowded people,
cluttered and randomly moving objects, as well as illumination
variations. The approach taken here is to segment out individual
people from the 3D point cloud acquired by Microsoft Kinect or
ASUS Xtion Pro and detect their heads and hands in certain
geometric configurations. The segmentation is done fast by
representing the 3D point cloud in octree cells and clustering
those octree cells connected by the neighborhood relationship.
The head and hand in a certain geometric configuration are
identified from the candidate regions defined with a segmented
object and by detecting the shape and color evidences. Color
model in HSV color space also discussed to well define the skin
color model. The proposed method has been implemented and
tested on “HomeMate,” a service robot developed for elderly care.
The result of performance evaluation is given.

Figure 1. “HomeMate” a Service Robot developed for
Elderly Care.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the continuous development of society, especially in some
developed countries and part of developing countries, growing
aging population increased healthcare costs. More and more
consumer robots are designed for elderly with services as errand,
medicine delivery, video chatting, etc. These robots usually work
in home, hospital, or health care center environments that have
highly cluttered background; such as moving people, noisy sound,
etc. Our research mainly focuses on locating robot caller out of a
cluttered environment.
Most current user interfaces for HUMAN ROBOT
INTERACTION (HRI), revolve around hand-controllers such as
IR remote control, gamepad, computer keyboard and mouse, or
even a sensor gloves [1] [2]. With the popularity of smart phones,
using smart phone to control robot is becoming more and more
popular. Furthermore, voice commands and vision based human
robot interaction interface, such as face detection, hand gesture, or
body motion recognition, also are being developed and applied.
These HRI interfaces can be experience as a more natural way
compared to hand held devices [3]. Recently, sensors such as
Microsoft Kinect and ASUS Xtion pro are being used in Somatic
Games. These sensors provide reasonable capabilities for facial
expression, gesture recognition, and voice recognition. They
provide low cost/high quality way for HRI [4].

A number of previous research works started focusing on hand
gesture interface in Human Robot Interaction [5] [6] [7] [8] and
[9]. With the developing of structure light sensor such as Kinect
and Xtion Pro, hand gesture with depth information can now
produce satisfying results [10] [11], and [12]. In hand gesture
recognition, a key point is hand region segmentation. Ajallooeion
[13] presented a method based on saliency map to rapidly find
hand region. Cheng Bor-Jeng, et al [14] presented a face related
method for hand finding. Viola and Jones’ Haar feature detector
detects face directly, and then compute the skin color similarity
between face and hand.
Depth information cannot be ignored for hand segmentation.
When a human is doing a gesture, normally the hand, doing the
gesture action, is located in front of human body; simple use of a
depth threshold can isolate the hand. Many researchers have
presented this method for hand segmentation [15] [16], and [17].
Skin color based hand segmentation is another common method.
Matthew Tang [18] proposed another way which combined skin
color and depth information for hand gesture recognition, and
obtained good results.
The above methods were focusing on one agent performing the
gesture in an empty workspace, however, in our indoor demand, a
cluttered and noisy environment is expected and we are proposing
an approach to resolve it. By taking advantage of our fast octree
representation and segmentation capabilities, we can rapidly
segment spatially displaced clouds in workspace out of acquired
3D point clouds generated by RGBD sensor. These segments
might include desks, chairs, people or other possible things.
Geometric constrains used to define the candidate region of heads
and hands in 3D space, along with skin color detector, can locate
heads and hands of candidate agents. A hand motion tracking
algorithm investigates the gesture of each agent looking for a
predefined specific motion gesture. Once it’s identified, this agent
becomes a caller. Caller’s position is, then, given to robot directly
for robot motion action.
The rest of this paper is organized as following. In section 2,
algorithm over view and the specific gesture design for elderly
people is introduced. Section 3 describes octree segmentation for
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object extraction from raw 3D cloud points. The geometrical
constrains is explained in section 4. The head and hand detection
in each human like segment is presented in section 5. In section 6,
experiments and conclusions show in this section.

2. ALGORITHM OVER VIEW
Our approach can be simply divided into data acquisition, octree
segmentation, skin color detection for finding caller’s head and
hand, calling gesture recognition parts (Fig. 2). Gestures can be
defined as dynamic gestures, static gestures or combined dynamic
or static elements gestures. In this paper, the calling gesture is
mainly designed for elder people when calling for elderly care
robot. Thus, this gesture should be simple, easy, and natural;
hence, static gesture is more suitable. Gesture of lifting hand with
palm facing forward is defined as calling gesture (Fig. 3). Further
dynamic gestures, such as hand shaking, are introduced to
distinguish callers from other agents lifting their hands
unintentionally. According to our method, some necessary
explanations for elder people to use this kind of calling gesture are
as following: 1) Make sure the hand which one is calling the robot
located in a nearest position refer to camera plane (less than 3.5
meters). 2) Only use one hand for calling gesture, just simply raise
the hand. 3) The gesture hand has to be lower than head height.

3. OCTREE SEGMENTATION
From the sensor such as Microsoft Kinect and ASUS Xtion Pro,
3D cloud points have been generated. These 3D cloud points’
clusters represent the objects and background in FOV of the
sensor. With these information supplied by 3D cloud points,
objects are difficult to extract from cluttered background. Many
previous works have presented many algorithms for 3D object
segmentation such as K-means clustering [19], ExpectationMaximization (EM) [20] algorithm, mean shift clustering and etc.
most of these approaches either provides good results with high
computational costs, or introduced a performance trade-off for
real-time performance.
Michael Potmesil presented a way to generate 3D solid objects
from octree models [21] by constructing octree model from range
image using depth information. As a nonlinear data structure,
Octree produce a tree like hierarchy structure with each internal
node containing 8 branches [22], according to 3D object
segmentation with 3D cloud points, octree is improved to
represent multi-scale and 3 dimensions models, it partitions a 3
dimension space by recursively subdividing it into eight octants
which shown on Figure 4. Jaewoong Kim presented a fast way to
find neighbor cells for multiple octree representation [23], through
this approach we can give key number to each segment, it was
sufficient for identifying different objects.
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Figure 2. Overall process flowchart.

Figure 3. Calling gesture design.

C4. Cell size should be larger than expected 3D sensor
noise/uncertainty at maximum desired depth
Since windows operating system allows a process to write no
more than 4GB of page file, we can only store 221 cells at a time.
This means that cell size cannot be less than workspace volume /
73.
Figure 4. Octree construction for 3D model.
According to environment setting, we should guarantee that each
2 agents are segmented successfully. This can be guarantee only
by enforcing a minimum length expected to exist in target
environment. Using this pre-knowledge, we can compute the
second constraint as follows:
(

)

Where “Distance” is the maximum distance between any point in
workspace volume and the sensor depth CCD, “Resolution” is
sensor depth CCD resolution, and “n” is the minimum 3D point
cloud density in a cell to exist (this should be computed both
horizontally and vertically)
To guarantee that a cell would at least have a point inside of it,
3rd constraint requires us to guarantee that cell size is always
larger than point-point distance anywhere in workspace.
(

Figure 5. Octree-based extreme cell for finger
tips detection.
As we are expecting a highly cluttered environment, with a wide
workspace volume, we have chosen to separate 3D objects using
our rapid octree based objects segmentation. This will not only
robustly segment the workspace into potential segments, but also
will provide a structured addressing system that will allow us to
instantaneously access neighbor cells to inspect their geometrical
formation. This inspection can help us analyze and extract
valuable geometrical shape descriptors for very low
computational costs, such as corners shown in figure 5.

)

And finally, constraint 4 demands for cell size to be larger than 2
times the uncertainty of depth measurement at weakest
measurement location in workspace. In order to formulate this
constraint, we should model the error bound of geometric
measurement of 3D sensor at a specific depth (as shown in figure
7):

3.1 Object Segmentation through Octree
Representation
In this method only distance between cells are used for object
segmentation. After fast octree cells segmentation, in each cell,
there are amount of 3D cloud points, with their associated color
and location information. Cells that include few cloud points, for
example, 3 points or less, can be considered as gap or blank cells
(Fig. 6). By contrast, if an octree cell has enough point cloud
density, this cell is considered as effective cell.
For optimum selection of octree cell size, as well as the required
density of a point cloud to allow a cell to exist, we have developed
an adaptive algorithm that determines cell size according to
certain constraints and choose density limit based on computed
cell size and distance of each cell.
Octree cell size is bounded by 4 constraints:

Segment 1

Segment 2

C1.Memory capacity that limits the amount of cells we can
generate at an instance
C2. Cell size should be less than expected person-person distance
in workspace environment (people density)
C3. Cell size should be larger than point-point distance of 3D
sensor at maximum desired depth

Figure 6. Cell cluster approach. Note that these cells
are separated into two groups by compute the
grayscale value of 3D cloud points inside each cell
and check the distance of effective cells.
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Segmentation

Figure 7. Probability of point cloud depth error
to validate a false octree cell.
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Figure 9. Object segmentation results by octree. The left
figure shows each segment is successfully separated, the
right figure shows when there is connection among the
objects, these objects will be separated as one object. This
kind of segment will eliminated for head and hand
finding.
`
detection approach will check whether the segment has skin color
information.

(

)

Given a specific volume of interest and expectation of people
density, Our adaptive algorithm iterates over the above 4
constraints to try to find the optimum cell size that satisfies all of
them with maximum number of required point cloud density per
cell (n).
In order to guarantee segmentation, we computed cloud points
inside cells and for object segmentation, only distance between
two effective cells was considered as the separate condition.
The distance between two effective cells should be large than 1
cell size. After segmentation, each cell is assigned a segment key
(Fig. 8). These keys are very important for head and hand
detection, with them head and hand can be paired in each segment,
which can avoid the situation of pairing hand and head of
different agents in a cluttered environment.

3.2 Human like Objects Extraction
We set a design assumption for two agents to be at least one cell
size apart. In real environment, however, people might have some
connection with desks, chairs or other people. In this situation, the
connected object will be detected as one object (Fig. 9). Hence, a
simple shape constrain will be applied for eliminate the segments
which are not likely to be human. We check the size of each
segment, if the size is too large or too small; it will be eliminated,
if the size is similar as normal human beings, the skin color

4. DEFINE HEAD AND HAND REGION
After obtaining human like segments from octree approach, we
find head and hand for each segment. Head and hand candidate
region are defined as follows:

4.1 Head Candidate Region Define
In previous work, human’s face can be detected by Haar like
feature face detector. Different from it, in our method, after we
obtain human like segments, some simple geometric constrains
were defined to determine head candidate regions. For each
human like segments, normally head take the highest part of that
segment. The highest cell can be easily computed from octree
segmentation, make highest cell as reference point, a square
region with 30cm of each side was drew for each segment as the
head candidate region (Fig 10).

4.2 Hand Candidate Region Define
Purpose of our method is to design a simple calling gesture for
elder people when call the elderly care robot. As simple calling
gesture design before, only one hand to be detected for one people.
Some elder people might be sitting in a wheel chair. Firstly we
define a hand candidate region in 55cm lower than highest cell.
Normally, when people are doing a calling gesture, hand supposed
to be farthest part in front of human body. Depth information can
be obtained by Kinect or Xtion Pro and used to define a hand
candidate region.
Similar to compute highest cell for each segment, the nearest cell,
with respect to camera plane, can be computed. With this nearest

Figure 10. Overview of head and hand candidate region
define. The blue cube assume to be head candidate region
with 30 cm long of each side, blue rectangle is the
candidate region for hand and red rectangle is the hand
posture region.
Figure 11. Chromatic/Achromatic pixels segmentation.

cell as reference point, a 20cm x 20cm x 20cm region drew for
hand candidate region (Fig. 10).

5. HEAD AND HAND FINDING BASED ON
COLOR DETECTION

method that cluster HS distribution and match each cluster to
training group of skin classifiers.

Head and hand candidate regions are defined through the
approach above. Through the candidate region head and hand
cannot be determined directly, more features are needed for head
and hand detection. M. Ajalloooeian, A. Borji, and etc presented a
way using saliency map to fast find potential hand regions [13],
but most of other methods are using skin color detection for hand
segmentation as the first step for gesture recognition due to the
fact that hand and head skin color is quite different from other
objects’ color in background in most situations. By contrast, our
approach defined potential region first and uses skin color
information to check whether it is head and hand or not.

5.1 Color Space for Skin Color Detection
R, G, B color space is most commonly used color space in digital
image processing , the luminance of R, G, B pixels are with linear
combination relation with R, G, B values, in other words, when
using R, G, B color space for skin color detection, it is sensitive to
illumination changes. But some extended R, G, B color space
algorithms are used for skin color detection and obtained
satisfying results. TV color spaces which include YUV, YIO, and
YCbCr are also used for skin color detection because they are not
affected by changing illumination intensity and invariance by
human race. In our method, perceptual illumination-invariant
color space such as HSV is used for skin color detection.

5.2 Head and Hand Segmentation using HSV
Color Space
H, S, V stand for Hue, Saturation and Value respectively. HSV
color space can be obtained by a nonlinear transformation form
RGB color space. Even though Value of the color is useful for a
preceding step in our approach, we are not interested in analyzing
it, since it’s directly proportional to illumination intensity.
Instead, we are interested in classifying the color distribution in
HS subspace to identify whether it belongs to human skin or not.
First, we collect the RGB vector of candidate region of interest,
then, we compute HSV vector using the following formulas:
Previous works relied heavily on threshold schemes for
classifying skin color [24] [25] and [26]. This, however, lacks the
robustness we seek for out open environment with uncontrollable
illumination. Instead, we have designed a 2-layerclassification

{
{
(

)

First, we try to exclude achromatic pixels since their HS
distribution will be close to singularity and will thus considered
outliers. Clustering of chromatic/achromatic colors is usually
conducted in SV space. While in many researches, clustering of
chromatic/achromatic colors is done by a simple linear threshold
in SV subspace, we preferred to model an experimental threshold
and represent it accurately in an exponential form as shown in
figure 11.
We then collect chromatic pixels and represent their distribution
in HS subspace. In contrast to common approaches of
representing HS distribution in terms of peak histograms, we rely
on a clustering based approach. Peak histogram tends to be biased
towards high peaks and usually ignore low density colors. We
would like to have a representation model that represents every
color patch in input vector regardless of its density. For that
purpose, we first represent HS space into weighted quad tree cells,
which in a way, forms local histograms. We then apply our rapid
cell-based clustering to separate and locate color patches.
Clustering is performed by analyzing ratio of cell density to
density of neighbor cells and comparing it to an adaptive
threshold. This will suppress local minima near to high peaks
regardless of their absolute values. Second step is to extend scope

Initially, original octree size was set as cube with 3 m of each side,
the octree center is 2.25 m from the camera plane, and maximum
levels of octree segmentation were 6. As these parameters, octree
segmentation cover range was 0.75 m to 3.75 m with respect to
the camera plane. For the algorithms tests, the first group was set
to test whether our method can detect multiple calling gestures at
the same time. Several people were asked to do calling gestures in
front of the sensor, and made environment background as natural
as possible. Test results presented that our method detected most
of the calling gestures both in one people and multiple people
situation (Fig. 16).

Figure 12. Chromatic pixels clustering and distribution
modeling, left figure shows multi-color results and right one
shows the skin color results.
of high peaks to cover locally suppressed neighbors. Figure 12
shows the clustering results a multicolored test objects and skin
color clustering results.
For selection of quad tree cell size, we have conducted
experimental analysis of one color distribution and determine cell
size that is larger than this variance.
Finally, for color representation, we represent each cluster as a 7D
feature-space point by extracting the following 7 features from HS
subspace distribution: 1. mean H, 2. mean S, 3. Eigen vector 1
angle, 4. Eigen value 1, 5. Eigen values ratio, 6. Weight ratio, 7.
Scattering index. Weight ratio is the ratio of number of pixels in
that cluster to the total number of input pixels (including
achromatic pixels). Scattering index is a volumetric distribution
index that is computed from the ratio of cluster pixels volume to
total input pixels volume.
For matching, we first have built a database of skin color classifier
using 6 different skin-colored people, each generating 100 sample
at different illumination conditions. We then represented their
distribution statistically as a 7D hyper ellipsoid. We computed
likelihood probability for each cluster by measuring the
Mahalanobis distance from the cluster 7D point to classifier hyper
ellipsoid. We, finally, assigned a probability to each candidate
region according to the sum of all cluster’s likelihood. Regions
with probabilities below certain threshold were then discarded.
We detected head first, and then highest candidate probability in a
specific geometric space is assigned as a hand.

6. EXPERIMENT AND CONCLUSION
6.1 Experiments and Results
In order to test robust of our calling gesture recognition algorithm,
we set hundreds of tests in several specific situations and
evaluated the test results independent of the robot system,
furthermore, this calling gesture component also was installed to
our elderly care robot to test how it works in a robot system.
For evaluating the our method, a laptop with Intel(R) Core(TM)
i7-2640M CPU @ 2.8G Hz, RAM of 4.00GB was used, both of
the Microsoft Kinect and ASUS Xtion Pro were used for testing.
We used ASUS Xtion Pro for our algorithm tests and used
Microsoft Kinect ran at the robot system for practical tests.
Table 1, 2, 3 and figure 13, 14, 15 shows the performance of our
gesture recognition system.

Second group tested calling gesture detection rate in different
illumination conditions and different distance (Fig. 17). The
results show that extremely dark illumination condition caused the
calling gesture recognition rate dropped down. The third group of
algorithm tests presented calling gesture detection rate according
to different distance from the camera plane. The results show that
within the range from 0.75m to 3m, the calling gesture detection
results were satisfying but if the distance was larger than 3m,
detection rate also drained in the case of the range of the sensor.
We also installed our calling gesture recognition system into our
Home-Mate robot for practical test (Fig. 18). In robot system, our
method successfully worked in the robot, after calling gesture
generated, the robot detected the user and received the position
information of the caller then moved to the caller, full calling
gesture demo video is given link at reference [27].
This simply calling gesture is easily operated by elder people,
they just lift their hand with 3 times shaking more than 5 cm of
the center of hand in left and right position, and they can call the
robot to come for service. The computation time for detecting
hand gesture was around 200 ms.

6.2 Conclusions and Future Works
This paper presents an octree segmentation based calling gesture
recognition algorithms using sensors as Microsoft Kinect and
ASUS Xtion Pro. And our algorithm is feasible to be run at
elderly care robot, and our calling gesture is a kind of simply
design for elder people. Octree segmentation, geometric
constrains and skin color detection was integrated in this method.
This paper also presented some robust, high ratio detection results
for calling gestures.
For future work, we will extend our work to more complicated
situations. There are also some weaknesses of our current method
now, octree segmentation now take some computation time, in
that case for the calling gesture is not a really real-time detection,
a faster octree segmentation algorithms will be used. Second, if
two people have some physical connections, they are separated as
one object, using our height and depth information, just one of
them can be detected. Skin color detection sometimes affected by
illumination variance, more support features will be considered in
future work.
Table 1. Performance in bright illumination
Distance (m)

TPR

FPR

0.75~1.50

92.81%

5.43%

1.50~2.25

93.86%

6.35%

2.25~3.00

94.12%

8.99%

3.00~3.75

73.21%

13.27%

Table 2. Performance in normal illumination
Distance (m)

TPR

FPR

0.75~1.50

93.02%

6.79%

1.50~2.25

92.33%

7.98%

2.25~3.00

90.01%

9.32%

3.00~3.75

74.87%

14.23%

Table 3. Performance in dark illumination
Distance (M)

TPR

FPR

0.75~1.50

80.79%

11.42%

1.50~2.25

79.44%

12.53%

2.25~3.00

77.42%

14.37%

3.00~3.75

65.78%

19.66%

Figure 13.
Receiver Operating Characteristic
(ROC) of bright illumination results.

Figure 15.
Receiver Operating Characteristic
(ROC) of dark illumination results.

Figure 16. Test results of calling gesture recognition in
single and multi-people situation. It shows that both in
single people and multi people situation, our method can
successfully detected most of the calling gestures.

Figure 14. Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)
of normal illumination results.
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Figure 17. Test results of calling gesture recognition in
different illuminations. We checked from left to right
and top to bottom, the illumination decreasing. Test
results show calling gesture detection rate decreasing
with the illumination decreased.
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Figure 18. Calling gesture recognition in robot system
test. The picture above are the screen shots of calling
gesture demo, [27] show the full demo
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